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UP & COMING AT UAWB
Keeping you in the loop!
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Hi <<First Name>>. 
 

We hope you’re staying safe and coping well in Level 3! As with the last lockdown, here’s
hoping that the resilience, kindness and positivity of Kiwis will see us through once again. 

 
Luckily, UAWB is no stranger to making things happen from home - in fact, UAWB was
founded during the last lockdown! The team at UAWB is now hustling to bring you more

exciting events and initiatives: 
 

⭐We’re going virtual with our interactive Masterclass series (Part 1): Breaking Glass
Ceilings (via Zoom) on Wednesday 26th Aug, 4.30pm-6pm! 

 
⭐A new Instagram series, “People of UAWB”, to celebrate UAWB members and stay

connected with each other! 
 

⭐In need of a break? Keep your eyes open on our Instagram for challenges that you can
join in! 

 
Most importantly, we hope you feel supported! If you're struggling in any way, feel free to

contact info@uawb.org and we will refer you to someone who might be able to help -
remember, we're in this together. 

 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS
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UAWB Masterclass (Part 1) - Breaking Glass Ceilings

UAWB is excited to bring to you the first of our two-part Masterclass series! 
In this interactive session 'Breaking Glass Ceilings', we will be joined by Jennifer Young (founder
of Intentional Generations and Jen Y Insights) who will run a FREE leadership coaching session
for UAWB members! 🤩 🎉 
Befriend your inner critic, and harness your leadership potential to overcome those obstacles in
the business field. 💥 
In light of COVID-19 and these times of uncertainty, Jen will also be touching on themes around
well-being and maintaining a positive mindset ✨

People of UAWB 

We thought it might be interesting to see what other UAWB members have been up to during
lockdown, so we've started this neat little series, People of UAWB! You can find this series on
our Instagram 👋 @uoawomeninbusiness! 

UAWB Launch Event Recap

 

 
 

What a way to launch UAWB! 🚀

Thank you to everyone who came and got UAWB off to a winning start - it definitely set the bar
high for the rest of this semester! Special thanks to our sponsors Sarin Investments, and our
speakers Rachel Ah Koy and Anu Sarin. Also congrats again to our DoubleTree by Wellington
Hotel giveaway winner - Olivia Thomas!

 
Here's how much our members LOVED our Launch Event! 

 

Register
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"The UAWB Launch Event was inspiring. It was amazing to see students of all ages and genders
attending, proving it is a much needed club. As a member of UoA Women in Law, it is great to

have a sister club in the business world and we can't wait to see what UAWB do next." 
- Katie Pigou  

 
“The UAWB Launch Event was incredible, bringing together like-minded and driven individuals.
Environment can play a key role in achievement, which is why having a platform like UAWB will

undoubtedly push people out of their comfort zone and brew ingenuity. Looking forward to seeing
more phenomenal things from UAWB in the future!  

- Jack Li 
 

* Our Launch event photos are up on our Facebook page! *

UAWB x Boxing Alley Recap

 
A knock out event! 💥

It was awesome seeing everyone getting those endorphins flowing at the UAWB x Boxing Alley
free boxing class! Thanks again to Boxing Alley Parnell and their lovely staff: Skye, Claudia and
Maddie - we couldn't have done it without them! 

 
What did our members enjoy the most?

 
"The event created a very welcoming and supportive environment, and the course was

accommodating for people of all fitness levels. I really appreciated being able to interact with a
lot of students outside of my degree!" 

Launch Event Photos
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- Merry Wu 
 

* UAWB x Boxing Alley event photos are out on our Facebook page!  *

Bored? 

 

 
Escape HQ are 100% Kiwi owned and operated  with branches in Auckland and Hamilton. If
you're up for a challenge and want a great way to support a local business, Escape HQ have got
a great new online escape room called "Time's Ticking". Call some mates or family and check
them out!

Thank you to our sponsor

Where to find us:

Copyright © 2020 University of Auckland Women in Business, All rights reserved.  
 

UAWB x Boxing Alley Photos

More Info
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Want to change how you receive these emails?

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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